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The month in view

Coming up………..

• Conservation & sightings
• Reserve projects 
• Summer sightings
• Hunting cheetah 
• Lions vs scavengers
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Volunteers at Askari this month were still the “Hyaena cubs vs Soli-
refuges” and then “The True stories”. Volunteers were from 
Argentina, Australia, Canada, England, France, Sweden, The 
Netherlands and the USA.

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Hunting cheetah
The team were lucky enough to see not one, BUT TWO attempted cheetah hunts. Here, you can see
Kusala resting after a failed attempt. Fortunately, on that occasion, we found her again a few hours later
having successfully caught herself a bushbuck for dinner.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer
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Treatment against alien Prickly
pear plants continued, this was
mainly on Langa langa where we
found some huge plants!

Reserve work & Projects

In the buffalo camp the team spent time putting in gabion cages to prevent soil and road erosion. This
involves the collection of rocks, digging of holes and building of metal cages. A special geo-fabric is then
placed inside the cages with the rocks to help trap seed and vegetation as the water passes over.

We also spent a number of sessions
collecting old farming rubbish, metal and
wire from areas on Langa langa and Pidwa
east.
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There are 2 main events which take place in November that signal to us the start of summer….the arrival
of the Woodland kingfisher and the birth of impala lambs! Both of these events were later than normal
this year, possibly due to the late arrival of rains.

Special summer sightings

This was a fantastic sighting of a Brown snake eagle. Larger birds of prey are often mobbed by smaller
ones, dive-bombing from all angles and trying to chase the big one away. Well this fork-tailed drongo
seemed to need a rest between bombs so literally just took a seat on the eagle’s head!
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings
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One of our first lion sightings of the month was the females of the Askari pride having killed a kudu, we
were able to watch them feed on that. Pride males ’Maholo’ and ‘Mambana’ provided other sightings.

We had an added bonus while visiting the hippo pod, that a whole herd of elephants turned up for a drink
too! It was a beautiful sight to watch them all come down to the water’s edge and see their interactions.

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

Kruger National Park

In the Kruger park this month we had some fabulous sightings. These included plenty of elephants, tiny
spotted hyaena cubs, Roan antelope and even a quick leopard.
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Lions kill a giraffe & scavengers clean up

With 2 big males working together, it is not unknown for lions to kill big adult giraffe. This is what
happened at the end of the month which gave us a good few days of lion sightings. Setting up a camera
trap at the carcass showed vultures, marabou storks, spotted and brown hyaenas and black-backed jackal
all feeding on the carcass in the following days and weeks.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/

